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ultrafast laser machining towards highly designable
3D micro/nano structuring
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Hui Tang, c Xiaolong Lu,a Zeyu Maa and Peng Tian *a

Three-dimensional (3D) micro/nano structures are significant in many applications because of their

novel multi-functions and potential in high integration. As is known, the traditional methods for the

processing of 3D micro/nano structures exhibit disadvantages in mass production and machining

precision. Alternatively, ultrafast laser machining, as a rapid and high-power-density processing

method, exhibits advantages in 3D micro/nano structuring due to its characteristics of extremely high

peak power and ultra-short pulse. With the development of ultrafast laser processing for fine and

complex structures, it is attracting significant interest and showing great potential in the manufacture

of 3D micro/nano structures. In this review, we introduce the optimization mechanism of ultrafast

laser machining in detail, such as the optimization of the repetition rate and pulse energy of the laser.

Furthermore, the specific applications of 3D micro/nano structures by laser processing in the optical,

electrochemical and biomedical fields are elaborated, and a valuable summary and perspective of 3D

micro/nano manufacturing in these fields are provided.
1 Introduction

The emergence of lasers has accelerated the transformation of
traditional manufacturing, providing a new means for modern
industrial processing and expanding the strategies for pro-
cessing modern precision devices.

In various microfabrication technologies, laser processing,
as an important type of processing method, is divided into long-
pulse laser (nanosecond (10−9 s) and longer pulse width than
nanosecond) and ultrafast laser (pulse width is shorter than
a nanosecond, namely picosecond (10−12 s), femtosecond
(10−15 s) and attosecond (10−18 s)).1 Compared with ultrafast
laser processing, the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of long-pulse
laser processing has a larger scale. Ultrafast laser processing
has a smaller HAZ due to its higher peak power and shorter
pulse width. Alternatively, in comparison with other non-
contact processing, such as focused ion beam (FIB) and elec-
tron beam lithography (EBL), ultrafast laser is more economical
and its procession speed is higher and thus is more promising
for the fabrication of uniform micro/nano structures at a large
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scale.2 To the best of our knowledge, EBL is always applied to
obtain ultrane nanostructures without a mask (e.g., Cr
photomask); however, large-area fabrication during a reason-
able period is difficult to be achieved by this type of lithog-
raphy.3 Ultrafast laser can exibly produce a variety of patterns
in one step, whereas FIB has limitations in the fabrication of
periodic surface structures.4 Additionally, there is no develop-
ment and rinsing in ultrafast laser processing; therefore, it has
the advantages of few steps, no mask, fast processing and
environmental friendliness.5–7 These merits lead to many
applications in a variety of aspects, such as the use of ultrafast
laser-inducedmicroexplosion to create and recover high-density
polymorphs,8 ultrafast laser pulse for building photonic
lattices,9 and direct nanowriting in air.10 Also, these character-
istics enable ultrafast laser to achieve ultrahigh precision in the
processing of three-dimensional (3D) micro/nano structures.
Therefore, ultrafast laser processing, as the forefront of laser
processing technology, has attracted wide attention. Previous
reviews focused on the principles of processing technologies,
such as additive processing, subtractive processing, hybrid
processing and other processing.11–13 Also, the different appli-
cations of ultrafast laser processing from a processing point of
view were introduced.14–19 Alternatively, considering various
structures, this review focuses on sorting the different 3D
micro/nano structures processed by ultrafast laser and the
micro/nano devices composed of these structures, as shown in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of 3D micro/nano structures fabricated by
ultrafast laser machining and their applications.20–26 Reproduced with
permission from ref. 20. Copyright 2015, National Academy of
Sciences. Reproduced with permission from ref. 21. Copyright 2018,
Wiley. Reproduced with permission from ref. 22. Copyright 2021,
American Association for the Advancement of Science. Reproduced
with permission from ref. 23. Copyright 2018, Elsevier. Reproduced
with permission from ref. 24. Copyright 2019, the American Chemical
Society. Reproduced with permission from ref. 25. Copyright 2022,
Springer Nature. Reproduced with permission from ref. 26. Copyright
2020, Elsevier.

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic of the experimental setup for the fabrication of
high-aspect-ratio microstructures on sapphire.36 Reproduced with
permission from ref. 36. Copyright 2020, ELSEVIER. (b) Schematic
illustration of in-gel direct laser writing process.40 Reproduced with
permission from ref. 40. Copyright 2018, Wiley.
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2 Methods and optimization of
ultrafast laser
2.1 Principle of laser processing

Ultrafast laser, especially femtosecond laser, has ultra-short
pulses of tens to hundreds of femtoseconds, and its energy
absorption time is much shorter than the time required by
thermal relaxation and other dynamic processes, and thus it can
effectively minish the HAZ. The ultrafast laser has a very high
instantaneous power, and due to this feature, it can not only
process materials with high hardness, but also realize high
quality and high precision in 3D processing. Furthermore, the
ultrafast laser is capable of fabricating structures with ultra-high
machining resolution and extremely small size. Therefore, it has
been extensively applied, and the following description elabo-
rates the two most common processing methods.

2.1.1 Ultrafast laser ablation. Femtosecond laser etching
(FLE) usually involves the use of a Ti:sapphire laser. The beam
emitted by this type of laser is expanded by a beam expander,
and aerward focused on the surface of the object through an
objective lens. To achieve 3D structures, the modication areas
are formed layer-by-layer, which rely on the movement of the
XYZ stage. To obtain a more sophisticated 3D structure, this
fabrication method usually utilizes femtosecond laser etching
in combination with other methods. According to auxiliary
operations, there are two types of ultrafast laser etching, i.e., dry
etching and wet etching.27 Wet etching involves exposing the
laser to a corrosive chemical solution and it can be employed for
35228 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 35227–35241
quartz, silicon, glass, etc.28–31 Marcinkevicius and co-workers
made pioneering contributions in the wet etching of laser-
modied regions.31 They used femtosecond laser and subse-
quent etching to fabricate 3D microchannels as small as 10 mm
in diameter, with interconnections at arbitrary angles and high
aspect ratios (10 mm diameter channels in 100 mm thick silicone
plates).31 Their study indicated that for quartz-based materials,
the processing under different etching solutions (hydrouoric
acid (HF) and potassium hydroxide (KOH)) resulted in very
different morphologies. Moreover, compared with air ablation,
the ablation features in liquid are reduced by 1/3 to 1/2, with
higher structural quality and higher resolution.32 The removal
effect in HF is more signicant than that in KOH solution due to
the fact that the reaction product (SiF4) is more solvable
compared with K2SiO3.32 KOH solution is mainly used for
etching silicon-based materials, such as silicon nitride.

Dry etching is oen utilized to realize two types of functions.
One is to modify various materials by ultrafast laser, and the
other is to remove the laser-irradiated area by dry etching.33–35

Recently, some researchers applied femtosecond laser-induced
plasma-assisted ablation to create high-aspect-ratio crack-free
holes on sapphire substrates (Fig. 2(a)).36

The uniformity and surface accuracy of the fabricated
structure by wet etching will be affected to a certain extent via
corrosion. Also, dry etching has limited application range and
slow ablation efficiency under vacuum.

Picosecond laser etching and femtosecond laser etching
employed in a laser generation system are different, but the
steps and auxiliary mode are the same.37,38

In the case of laser etching, due to the Gaussian distribution
of the laser beam, the temperature distribution of the irradiated
point area is also approximately Gaussian distribution, and the
temperature of the center area is much higher than the
temperature of the edge, which will cause different reactions of
substances in different areas. By choosing an appropriate power
to match the temperature threshold of the object, the size of the
etched hole is smaller than that of the laser spot, which is the
reason for the machining resolutions of laser etching beyond
the diffraction limit.39

2.1.2 Direct laser writing based on two-photon polymeri-
zation. Femtosecond laser direct writing (FLDW) based on two-
photon polymerization (also known as laser 3D printing
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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technology, TPP) is an important micro/nano technology for the
manufacture of 3D structures based on the two-photon
absorption effect. This technique employs femtosecond laser
pulses to make the transition from the ground state to excited
state occur by an electron simultaneously in a photosensitive
polymer absorbing two photons at a tiny focused volume. The
type of modication depends on the nature of the photoresist.41

For a negative photoresist, due to the cross-linking reaction of
the exposed part, which will make it not be dissolved in the
developer, and the exposed part remains. Alternatively, for
a positive photoresist, laser irradiation will cause the polymer
chain to be degraded and broken, which can make it dissolve in
the developer, and thus the non-exposed part is reserved aer
development. Between them, the negative photoresist is the
most commonly applied TPP photoresist, which is mainly
composed of a photoinitiator to generate free radicals and
a crosslinking agent resistant to the developer.42,43 The devel-
oper can be methanol for a conventional photoresist or ethanol
for hydrogel. Furthermore, the FLDW processing system usually
contains a Ti:sapphire laser and combination of a polarization
beam splitter cube and a l/2 wave-plate to adjust the laser
power.44

TPP, a new approach, makes a big difference to 3D micro/
nano structuring, owing to its characteristics of nonlinear
absorption, high resolution and the universality of objects. The
occurrence of TPP only proceeds under laser with high inten-
sity, and also polymerization is triggered only at the focal point
of the laser beam, without affecting other regions. This feature
enables two-photon laser direct writing technology to achieve
the high-precision processing of 3D micro/nano structures, but
its point-by-point processing speed is low. Femtosecond
projection two-photon lithography (FP-TPL) has been investi-
gated for layer-by-layer printing, ensuring simultaneous
temporal and spatial focusing of ultrafast light and leading to
an increase in the writing speed.45

TPP can achieve spatial resolution below the diffraction
limit of laser wavelength, which can be achieved by few-cycle
laser pulse.42 In addition, TPP also has the universality of
processing materials, which has gradually expanded from
ordinary photoresist to polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA),46

polystyrene,47 polytetrauoroethylene,48 hydrogels40,49–53
Table 1 Various strategies to increase the repetition rate and pulse ene

PRF

GHz amplied femtosecond laser source 0.88, 1.76, 3.51 GHz (intrab
repetition rates)

Inscribed thulium waveguide laser
(Cr2+:ZnS saturable absorber)

8 kHz

Solid-state burst mode amplied laser
source

65 MHz (MHz burst mode),
(GHz burst mode)

Thin-rod Yb:YAG ampliers —
Ultrafast ber laser —
Picosecond optical parametric oscillator 10 kHz

a PRF: pulse repetition frequency, Eout: pulse energy, Pout: average output

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
(Fig. 2(b)), etc. These characteristics are benecial for the wide
applications of TPP.
2.2 Optimization of processing efficiency

Ultrafast laser processing has signicant advantages in micro/
nano fabrication mainly due to the characteristics of ultra-
short pulse and extremely high peak power. Compared with
long pulse laser (such as nanosecond laser), the HAZ formed by
ultrafast laser processing is ultra-small, and thus the processing
quality is sharply improved. However, although ultrafast laser
processing has excellent merits, it still faces the problem of low
processing efficiency, resulting from the issues associated with
the laser and the processing method. Important achievements
have been made in optimizing ultrafast laser machining
(Table 1).

Nowadays, ultrafast laser is receiving signicant attention in
industrial applications, where one of the key problems to be
solved is its low processing speed, which should be improved,
while its processing quality should be maintained. The pro-
cessing speed is low because of the contradiction of a lower
pulse energy and anabatic HAZ due to the increase in the
repetition rate. The single pulse energy is relatively low, and
thus the repetition rate needs to be improved to obtain an
increased processing speed, but this will make the superposi-
tion of heat from a continuous single pulse, thereby increasing
the formation of HAZ. Therefore, there are two methods to
improve the processing speed, while ensuring the quality of
ultrafast laser processing. One is to increase the single pulse
energy of the laser and the other is to develop a laser that does
not increase the HAZ even if it has a high repetition rate.

2.2.1 Increase in repetition rate. GHz laser has shown great
potential in improving the machining speed, while ensuring the
machining quality. In recent years, it has been found that the
temperature drops signicantly due to ablative cooling at the
repetition rate of GHz. Kerse et al. experimentally demonstrated
that the very high repetition rate of ablative cooling decreases
the laser pulse energy required for ablation and increases the
processing efficiency by order of magnitude compared with the
previous one.54 They also provided the direction for clinical
ultrafast laser surgery by performing laser ablation on human
teeth and brain tissue. Researchers developed related devices
for GHz lasers. For example, Bonamis et al. reported an easy-to-
rgya

Eout Pout Dsp Ppeak Ref.

urst — 20 W <550 fs — 55

6.9 mJ 55 mW 2.6 ns 2.66 kW 56

2.5 GHz — — — — 57

2.5 mJ 28 W — — 58
12 mJ 700 W 262 fs — 59
30.5 mJ — — — 60

power, Dsp: pulse duration, and Ppeak: peak power.

RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 35227–35241 | 35229
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Fig. 3 (a) Femtosecond direct laser writing of channel buried wave-
guides in a bulk Tm3+:KLu(WO4)2 crystal and illustration of the
geometry of a depressed-index waveguide with a circular cladding
(type III structure, end-facet view).56 Reproduced with permission from
ref. 56. Copyright 2020, ELSEVIER. (b) Schematic setup of the eight-
channel, four-pulse-replica FCPA system.59 Reproduced with
permission from ref. 59. Copyright 2016, The Optical Society of
America (OSA). (c) System configuration of CSMUP for femtosecond
laser ablationmeasurement, filter arrangement on the CMOS sensor in
the hyperspectral camera and spectral responses of 25 bands in the
hyperspectral camera.77 Reproduced with permission from ref. 77.
Copyright 2021, the American Chemical Society. (d) Principle of
generating a static multi beam array.75 Reproduced with permission
from ref. 75. Copyright 2021, IOP Publishing. (e) FP-TPL based on
spatial and temporal focusing.45 Reproduced with permission from ref.
45. Copyright 2019, American Association for the Advancement of
Science.
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use GHz amplication femtosecond laser source and used it to
perform ablation experiments on copper, aluminium (Al), and
stainless steel.55 Kie and co-workers reported the rst watt-
level ultrafast laser engraved thulium waveguide (WG) lasers,
which is expected to be applied in compact GHz mode-locked
lasers (Fig. 3(a)).56 Metzner and co-workers reported a solid-
state pulsed mode amplication laser source with an intra-
burst pulse repetition rate of 65 MHz and 2.5 GHz.57

The research on the GHz laser and burst mode is still in
progress. Bonamis et al. emphasized the importance of experi-
mental parameters to determine the optimal conditions of
burst.55 Although the effect of the GHz laser on improving the
processing speed is remarkable, due to the complexity of the
heating/cooling balance ablation mechanism, these parameters
are still being explored.55

2.2.2 Increase in pulse energy. The peak power of the laser
is calculated using the pulse energy and pulse width, and the
average power is equal to the pulse energy multiplied by the
repetition rate. The smaller the pulse width and the higher the
pulse energy, the higher the peak power. If the single pulse
energy of the laser can be improved, the processing speed will
be improved.

An ultrafast laser with a high average power (>100 W) and
a high pulse energy (>1 mJ) is required in many practical
applications.58 This requires a reliable and compact laser
35230 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 35227–35241
source. Fiber lasers have remarkable advantages in terms of
reliability; however, the peak power cannot be obtained due to
the nonlinear effects in the ber. Ultrafast ber lasers usually
emit ultra-short pulses with a pulse energy on the nJ level, and
their average power is less than 100 mW.58 Many studies have
been carried out to realize ber lasers with a high average power
and high pulse energy. Kienel et al. proposed an ultrafast, high-
energy and high-power ber-chirped-pulse-amplication
(FCPA) system with a multi-dimensional amplication struc-
ture.59 Femtosecond pulses with an average power of 700 W and
a maximum pulse energy of 12 mJ were obtained using four
pulse replicas and eight amplier channels.59 The performance
demonstrated by the system reveals the great potential of the
multi-dimensional amplication concept, which allows the full
advantage of ber optics, while mitigating its limitations
(Fig. 3(b)).59 He and co-workers proposed a novel method for
realizing a high-energy ultrafast optical parametric oscillator
(OPO) using regenerative amplier cavity pumping.60 It was
proven that the pulse energy reaches 30 mJ when the pulse
repetition rate is 10 kHz and the pulse width is 7.0 ps.60 This is
the highest pulse energy of an ultrafast laser OPO to date.60

Kuznetsov et al. reported an ultrafast laser system with a high
pulse energy (2.5 mJ) and high average power (28 W) based on
a unique thin-rod gain module.58

Chirped pulse amplication (CPA) or optical parametric CPA
(OPCPA) based on laser ampliers has greatly increased the
peak power of lasers by up to megawatts.61 Quasi-parametric
CPA (QPCPA), as a new scheme, has the characteristics of
high signal efficiency, wide bandwidth and high anti-phase
mismatch ability. It achieves efficient amplication of the
chirped signal pulse by exhausting the idle pulse, without the
need for reverse conversion.62–64 Yin et al. demonstrated that
QPCPA would break the average power barrier caused by
thermal constraints.61 QPCPA has been shown to be robust to
thermal degradation by blocking post-conversion effects.61

Numerical simulation demonstrated that the QPCPA based on
an Sm:YCOB crystal supported a peak power of 3 TW, at 5 kHz
and 13 kHz. It was 5 PW at the frequency of 1 Hz, and the
average power exceeded 150 W in both cases.61

2.2.3 Other optimization methods. Other optimization
methods mainly solve the issues of low efficiency and poor
mechanical strength in ultrafast laser processing based on
realizing ultra-high machining accuracy. These methods can
optimize ultrafast laser processing to a certain extent. Also,
although they exhibit various problems, these methods are
undoubtedly an important research direction to improve the
efficiency of ultrafast laser processing.

Femtosecond laser TPP (FL-TPP) is undoubtedly an impor-
tant method to achieve 3D micro/nano machining, while near-
threshold processing is considered as an indispensable
strategy in FL-TPP, which can achieve ultra-high machining
accuracy but has the problems of insufficient structural
mechanical strength and long processing time. Several solu-
tions have been proposed to overcome these problems. For
example, Gross et al. proposed a post-processing method using
oxygen plasma to improve the performance of TPP.65 They
found that using octahedral micro lattices as a temporary
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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support could prevent its movement during exposure, stabilize
the beam during development, and most importantly, move it
out aer 25 min of exposure to oxygen plasma.65 They made
a awless ower using this method, which possessed a stem of
3.75 ± 0.12 mm and petal thickness of 1.5 ± 0.1 mm.65 It was
proved that ne and complex structures can be produced by this
method. To shorten the processing time, parallel multi-focus
and focal eld engineering (FFE) have also been proposed.65

Geng et al. proposed a novel laser nanomachinery process based
on TPP and an ultrafast random-access digital micromirror
device (DMD) scanner.66 This method expands single-focus
scanning to parallel multi-focus scanning.66 The DMD scanner
has unique advantages in precisely controlling the laser dose
and focus position (∼100 nm).66 Therefore, it can be employed
to design and manufacture complex 3D structures.66 Yang and
co-workers rstly demonstrated 3D microstructures by a single-
exposure TPP based on 3D FFE.67 Hu and co-workers proposed
the DRS processing concept, where D refers to the use of low-
power near-threshold femtosecond lasers and R refers to the
high-power femtosecond laser enhanced scanning of the inner
surface of structures.68 S represents irradiating internal unpo-
lymerized materials by continuous ultraviolet (UV) light.68

Combining these three steps, the problems of low processing
efficiency and mechanical strength can be effectively solved in
near-threshold TPP.68

The spatial shaping of ultrafast lasers also has an important
impact on the processing efficiency. The cross section of the
laser beam emitted by the traditional laser is usually a Gaussian
prole. When an object with a special shape is processed by this
way, point scanning is needed, which puts forward high
requirements for the quality and accuracy of the laser spot.
Beam space shaping can directly complete the machining of
microstructures with various shapes under the exposure of
single or multiple pulses, thus improving the machining effi-
ciency and resolution.69,70 In addition, it can be applied to
single-step machining of special spatial contour microstruc-
tures,71 high-depth-aspect ratio structures,72,73 microarray
structures and high-quality machining of various cross-scale
hierarchical structures.74 Luo et al. proposed a method to
process high-quality cylindrical microlens arrays (MLAs) on the
surface of quartz glass through femtosecond laser shaping
technology.71 They spatially tted a Gaussian laser beam into
a Bessel beam to obtain an anti-cylindrical laser intensity
distribution in a specic section of the light eld.71 The
numerical simulation results showed that the envelope of light
intensity distribution of this shape is consistent with the
required morphology of cylindrical microlens, and the cylin-
drical MLA can be directly fabricated by line scanning of the
shaped femtosecond laser on quartz glass.71 Furthermore, the
radius and depth of the microlens element can be controlled by
adjusting the laser power.71 Xie and co-workers used a femto-
second laser Bessel beam to control the local transient spatial
electron density and performed single pulse processing of high-
aspect-ratio and high-quality micropores in PMMA.72 The
quality of the processed microholes at the entrance and side
walls was higher than that of the microholes processed by
a Gaussian beam.72 The aspect ratio of a microhole by
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
femtosecond laser Bessel beams can be up to 330 : 1.72 Roth
et al. adopted adaptive beam shaping technology and used
a femtosecond laser to process microchannels with almost no
length limitation inside PMMA.73 They used a spatial light
modulator (SLM) to compensate for the writing depth deter-
mined by spherical aberration, resulting in a precisely control-
lable and stable cylindrical shape.73 Hu and co-workers
employed holographic FLDW technology to prepare aspheric
microlens arrays (AMLAs) in parallel.74 In this process, they
considered the inherent characteristics of SLM and compen-
sated the defects of multi-focus mode to obtain higher intensity
uniformity and optical efficiency.74

In laser ablation, Finger et al. reported a method for treating
an arbitrary surface with high quality and efficiency, and they
proposed a system that can use an average output power of 1 kW
with fs pulse duration (Fig. 3(d)).75 Žemaitis and co-workers
compared two methods for optimizing laser ablation effi-
ciency, using optimal parameters for rapid ablation and 3D
machining.76

In addition to the above-mentioned methods, Saha et al.
developed FP-TPL technology to realize parallel printing of
arbitrary complex 3D structures with sub-micron resolution
(Fig. 3(e)).45 Yao and co-workers reported a chirped spectral
mapping ultrafast photography (CSMUP) system for single real-
time ultrafast imaging of femtosecond laser processing by
combining femtosecond laser processing with visualization and
imagination.77 This method proposed a new strategy for
improving the accuracy and efficiency of femtosecond laser
processing (Fig. 3(c)).77
3 3D micro/nano structures by
ultrafast laser

Because it involves few steps, no mask, fast processing and is
environmentally friendly, ultrafast laser is widely applied in
many elds, resulting in the birth of a variety of ultrafast laser-
processed structures. The size of the structures ranges from 100
mm to submicron.21,78–84 In this section, we review a variety of 3D
micro/nano structures fabricated by ultrafast laser, including
porous structures, grooves, channels, arrays and nets.
3.1 Porous

As a common 3D structure, micro/nano porous structures are
widely used in microsensors, aircra turbine blades, nuclear
fusion structures, microelectrodes, oil-water separation, etc.85,86

Although porous structures have been reported by many
researches, and various porous structures studied, the pro-
cessing on different materials, as well as the fabrication of pores
with a high ratio of depth to diameter, and the blind holes with
taper face great challenges.

The quality, precision, and depth of ultrafast laser drilling
rely on the material. Drilling in alloys is common.87–90 Zhai et al.
drilled holes with an inner diameter of 162 mm, an aspect ratio
of 15 : 1 and almost zero taper on nickel-based alloy with
thermal barrier coatings.89 Furthermore, they claimed that the
depth and diameter of hole increased linearly with an increase
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 35227–35241 | 35231
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Fig. 4 (a) SEM images of holes surfaces (wavelength: 1064 nm) and
categories of the recast layers inside the holes based on the location
(wavelength: 1064 nm).78 Reproduced with permission from ref. 78.
Copyright 2018, Elsevier. (b) 3D helical microchannels.21 Reproduced
with permission from ref. 21. Copyright 2018, Wiley. (c) Cross-section
SEMmicrophotographs of the laser-machined grooves fabricated with
different scan speeds at three certain energy fluences (1.14, 4.57, and
11.43 J cm−2). Inserted in the lower right corner: definition used herein
for the width (W) and depth (d) of the grooves.79 Reproduced with
permission from ref. 79. Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (d) Schematic
illustration of the pulse injection controlled ultrafast laser direct writing
strategy.80 Reproduced with permission from ref. 80. Copyright 2017,
the American Chemical Society. (e) Preparation of deterministic chiral
structures by combining laser printing and capillarity-induced self-
assembly.81 Reproduced with permission from ref. 81. Copyright 2020,
Wiley. (f) Process of preparing a slippery liquid-infused porous surface
(SLIPS) by FLDW.82 Reproduced with permission from ref. 82. Copy-
right 2017, Wiley.
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in the pulse number.89 The self-focusing effect of femtosecond
laser drilling has an important effect on the quality of deep
holes. Wang and co-workers reported that the self-focusing
effect has a regulating effect on enhancing the laser intensity
in the cavity and a great inuence on strengthening the inten-
sity of microhole during the drilling process, which is not
associated with the aperture.91,92

In addition to alloys, ultrafast laser drilling can be performed
on polymers, ceramics, glass and other materials.82,93–96 Liu and
co-workers fabricated an all-silicon uniform-aligned concave
MLA through dry-etching-assisted femtosecond laser
machining.34 Jiao et al. proposed a new method for applying
a direct current to a silicon substrate during picosecond laser
drilling.97 Because the voltage applied externally causes the free
electrons to behave in a more orderly manner, it increases the
current ow in the silicon substrate and enhances the energy
absorption of silicon by laser. Besides the ultrafast laser drilling
techniques adopted in different materials, some relatively
general ultrafast laser drilling techniques also exist.98

Incredibly, Wang and co-workers processed holes on
PMMA.94 In this study, an axial-hole lens with different cone
angles was used to transform the incident Gaussian beam into
a Bessel beam with different non-diffraction lengths and focus
on the sample for processing. The aspect ratio of micropores
was enhanced by increasing the pulse number and the cone
angle of the axial cone lens. This method achieved the
maximum ratio of depth to diameter of micropores (348 : 1).94

In addition, ultrafast laser processing of porous has a self-
cleaning effect, that is, the molten spatter aer ultrafast laser
etching is removed with continuous laser irradiation. Zhao et al.
studied surface morphology and internal morphology based on
the self-cleaning effect (Fig. 4(a)).78 Mishchik and co-workers
indicated that when the focused numerical aperture is in the
range of 0.08 to 0.15, the removal efficiency of dust is the
highest when the holes are processed on sapphire.99
3.2 Groove and channel

Groove structures are important common structures in micro/
nano devices. The most representative ones are microuidic
channels applied in the biomedical eld, micro/nano grating
applied in the optical eld, trench-like microelectrode applied
in the electrochemical eld, etc.100,101 Therefore, the machining
of micro/nano grooves is of great signicance. Laser engraving
is currently the most common method of manufacturing.

The working principle is similar to that of ultrafast laser
drilling described in Section 3.1. Fig. 4(b) describes the glass
micro channel fabricated by femtosecond laser combined with
wet chemical etching.21 Also a silver lm was placed on the wall
of helical hollow microchannels. Moreover, different features
were obtained in channel structures on different materials by
ultrafast laser processing. For the grooves prepared on Al-doped
silicon carbonitride (SiAlCN) ceramics, the number of femto-
second laser scans and the energy uences will affect the quality
of the grooves. Chen et al. pointed out that when the energy
uences increase, the ablation is serious and a HAZ is gener-
ated, resulting in low machining quality.79 However, increasing
35232 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 35227–35241
the scanning speed at the same energy uences will decrease
the removal rate and ablation degree. Also, the HAZ is associ-
ated with both the scanning speed and energy uences. Laser
parameters with a high scanning speed or low energy ux are
helpful to avoid the formation of HAZ on SiAlCN ceramics.79 The
results demonstrated that a scanning speed above 250 mm s−1

and energy ux below 4.57 J cm−2 are benecial for the manu-
facture of high-quality grooves.79 Fig. 4(c) shows the inuence of
scan speed and energy on the laser-machined grooves. Grooving
polyether ether ketone (PEEK) is widely applied to prevent bone
formation.102 During this process, the femtosecond laser can
form micro grooves and nanometer-scale pore clusters on the
surface of the material, both of which have an obvious syner-
gistic effect. The groove has a great correlation with the
appearance of grooves and pore clusters. The results indicated
that at the spacing of 2 mm, the surface of the processed
material had a great amount of irregularly distributed pore
clusters but no regular periodic grooves. When the widths of the
surface groove of PEEK were 10 and 15 mm, the spine of the
groove was also covered by nanopore clusters. In addition to
making biomimetic bone, it also has an important role in the
cluster and differentiation of osteoblasts.103
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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3.3 Array

Array structures enable structural or functional units to have
special functions, such as anti-reection,80,104–106 anti-icing,107,108

and electron emission.109 The array structure can also be used to
obtain an increased specic surface area. However, the prepa-
ration of the array structures requires complicated steps, some
of which cannot be achieved by traditional methods. Femto-
second laser processing can simplify the process and improve
the preparation efficiency.

For a surface with a special function, femtosecond laser
processing can be applied to improve the preparation efficiency.
For special functional surfaces that have anti-reection perfor-
mance, Wang et al. employed the femtosecond laser texturing
technique to fabricate quasi-uniform cone-array microstruc-
tures on single-crystal silicon directly.104 The structure has
a peak depth of up to 8 mm, which signicantly reduces light
reection. Compared with planar silicon wafers, the relative
reectance of the cone array decreases to less than 9% in the
measurement wavelength range (400–1000 nm). Fan and co-
workers proposed and experimentally demonstrated
a universal pulse injection-controlled ultrafast laser direct
writing method for the fabrication of highly efficient antire-
ective structures on the surface of metals (Fig. 4(d)).80 By this
method, the obtained minimum reectance of the UV-NIR
wideband spectral region on Cu, Ti, and W surfaces were
1.4%, 0.29%, and 2.5%, respectively.80 The proposed method is
easy to access, suitable for different types of metals and large-
area production, with double-scale characteristics. Li et al.
fabricated an inverted pyramid and cone array with a pitch of
about 2 mm and a total height of nearly 900 nm using an FLDW
assisted by wet etching.105 The transmittance measurements
between 3 mm and 5 mm were consistent with the simulation
results using VirtualLab, and the transmittance reached
a maximum of 92.5% at 4 mm.105 Liu and co-workers developed
a collaborative 3D micro/nano manufacturing method using
femtosecond laser and oxidation technology.106 They fabricated
the conical structure of a uniformly loaded nanowire, namely,
an urchin-like structure.106 This method was experimentally
veried to be environmentally friendly and has no toxicity.106 In
addition, the reection test of the constructed sea urchin-like
array demonstrated the excellent anti-reection performance
in the ultra-wide spectrum of UV, visible, infrared and far-
infrared (FIR), which was fully realized on the surface of
copper.106

For special functional surfaces that have anti-ice perfor-
mance, Jiang et al. proposed a technique to prepare layered
micro/nano structures on the surface of metals by high-
temperature stamping with a mold by ultrafast laser abla-
tion.107 The surface structure of the prepared copper was
hydrophobic, which became superhydrophobic aer chemical
modication.107 This method combines the advantages of
ultrafast laser ablation to fabricate a micro/nano mold with
high-temperature lithography to obtain a micro/nano structure
on the surface of the target metal.107 Pan and co-workers
designed and fabricated a novel triple-scale micro/
nanostructured superhydrophobic surface, with excellent ice-
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
phobic and anti-icing performance.108 The surface was fabri-
cated by chemical oxidation and ultrafast laser ablation.108 Also,
it had excellent Cassie state stability and the critical Laplace
pressure was up to 1450 Pa.108 Its ice adhesion strength had
a low value of 1.7 kPa.108

For a special functional surface capable of electron emission,
Xiao et al. fabricated a eld emission array of single-crystal
lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) with uniform mountain emitter
morphology using a UV femtosecond laser at a high speed.109

The height of the mountain emitter was 6 mm and the radius of
the curvature was 100 nm.109

Array structures can also be employed to increase the surface
area of active electrodes. Femtosecond laser processing can
simplify this process and improve the preparation efficiency.
Cui and co-workers developed a highly effective method to
fabricate manganese oxide directly on the surface of a 3D
manganese collector.110 In their process, a 3D conductive
network on the surface of manganese was generated by
a femtosecond laser and the network also acted as a current
collector (named 3D Mn).110 Manganese oxides were then
directly formed on the femtosecond laser-structured surface by
chemical oxidation (named 3DMn/MnOx).110 This structure had
a large specic surface area, which shortened the transport path
of electrons/ions, promoted electrolyte penetration, and
reduced the contact resistance between 3D Mn and MnOx,
which are conducive to long-term electrochemical cycling.110

Kwon et al. proposed a laser direct writing technique based on
TPP for the fabrication of a photoresist-derived carbon cross
nger electrode (PRC-IDE) with a large areal capacitance.111

In addition, femtosecond laser processing has extremely
high preparation efficiency compared with other commonly
used fabrication technologies. Hu et al. combined femtosecond
laser printing with capillary-induced self-assembly to obtain
a mesoscale chiral architecture with high designability and
customizability (Fig. 4(e)).81 They took advantage of the exi-
bility of femtosecond laser printing to achieve a variety of chiral
assemblies.81
3.4 Net

The net structure fabricated by femtosecond laser processing is
a type of unique 3D structure, which also has some novel
functions.

Regular net structures such as cell scaffolds are processed by
TPP. For example, Heitz et al. processed three-level pentaery-
thritol triacrylate (PETA):bisphenol a glycidyl methacrylate
(BisGMA) cage structures by TPP on polyethylene terephthalate
(PETG) substrates, which were used to ll bone-forming cells
and generate 3D mineralized protein networks.112 Trautmann
and co-workers adhered human primary broblasts to scaffolds
prepared by TPP.113

Irregular net structures such as porous networks have been
proposed. Yong et al. directly formed a 3D porous network
structure on a polyamy-6 (PA6) substrate and tested a variety of
liquids for their repellency (Fig. 4(f)).94 These liquids include
water, cetane, lake water, ink, glycerin, coffee, milk, egg whites
and egg yolks.94 In 2018, Yong and co-workers employed one-
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 35227–35241 | 35233
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step FLDW to prepare porous network microstructures on the
surface of various polymers.93 They also found that the growth
of C6 glioma cells was promoted by the original laser-induced
porous PET surface as a culture substrate, while the smooth
surface of PET completely inhibited the growth of C6 glioma
cells.93 As another type of irregular networking structure, the
carbon nanoribbon network (CNRN) platform plays an impor-
tant anti-cancer role. Chowdhury et al. developed a CNRN
platform bottom-up by femtosecond laser ionization.83 They
transformed an abiotically reactive graphite matrix into
a bioactive interwoven CNRN platform.83 Their experiment
proved two distinct simultaneous functions of the CNRN plat-
form, i.e., the attractive properties of the extra cellular matrix
(ECM) and the therapeutic properties without the need to bind
any biomolecules/drugs.83 The CNRN platform contributes to
enhancing the cellular attractiveness and selective functions,
enabling broblasts to exhibit tissue-like behavior and HeLa
cells to perform apoptosis-like functions.83 Huang and co-
workers successfully prepared a precise 3D scaffold with living
cell encapsulation using the TPP technique, and no obvious cell
damage was observed during the manufacturing process.114 The
advantages of laser processing for different structures are
summarized, as shown in Table 2.
4 Micro/nano devices based on 3D
structure
4.1 Turbine blades

Aircra turbines can work at thousands of degrees (°C).
Therefore, these high-temperature devices must have excellent
cooling capacity. On the microscopic scale, aircra turbine
blades (including alloy structure, blade core and thermal barrier
coating) always have the arrangement of a large number of
micropores, which is a typical application of pore structures.

For alloy structures on the outside of the blade, the treat-
ment of high-quality hole structures on the turbine blade oen
utilizes ultrafast laser ablation. However, a more thorough
understanding of the interaction between the laser andmaterial
during machining is required. The interaction can be based on
the traditional two-temperature model.115 Besides, some studies
analyzed the ground laser ablation of Ti6Al4V alloy using the
two-temperature model and proposed the multi-pulse ablation
method, which further improved the quality of processed
holes.116 This two-temperature model is based on a set of
Table 2 Summary of the advantages of laser processing for different str

Structural features
Ultrafast l
methods

Porous Better surface topography
and much deeper

Ablation

Groove and channel High ratio of depth to
diameter

Ablation a
writing (LD

Array Rational alignment Ablation a
Net Complex and 3D LDW

35234 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 35227–35241
coupled partial differential equations in the time and space
domain.

In addition to the alloy blades, there are blade cores and
thermal barrier coatings. The core of the turbine blade is typi-
cally porous alumina ceramic and its cavity plays an important
role in the service life and performance of the turbine blade.
Min and co-workers investigated the femtosecond laser treat-
ment of porous alumina ceramics.117 They studied gas-assisted
and water-assisted processing methods and determined the
optimal working window of processing. For drilling a thermal
barrier coating on turbine blades, Wang et al. performed dril-
ling on the thermal barrier In718 coat using a femtosecond
pulsed Ti:sapphire laser.118 Also, they analyzed the inuence of
the polarization of the laser beam on microhole prole and
morphology of periodic structures on the sidewall of micro-
hole.118 They found that with circular polarization, the periodic
structure had a ball-like prole. Alternatively, under linear
polarization, periodic structures of pine needle-like type were
obtained.118

4.2 Micro energy devices

In recent years, there has been remarkable development in
micro/nano electronic devices, and the emergence of micro/
nano sensors, micro/nano robots, micro/nano actuators and
exible wearable devices also pose great challenges in the power
supply.119,120 To meet the demand for power sources, micro
energy devices must have a sufficient energy density. Thus, in
the case of the manufacture of micro energy devices, the design,
choice and treatment of materials with special structures
become a critical issue, and therefore highly suitable and
effective machining process is required.121–124 At present, most
of the ultrafast laser processing of 3D structures applied in
micro energy devices involves two approaches.

One is the formation of active microelectrodes and
composite microelectrodes by laser etching.125–127 Zheng et al.
processed line and grid structures layer-by-layer on silicon/
graphite (Si/C) electrodes.125 These two microstructures
provided more free space for volume changes, and the
mechanical stress of the electrode was reduced. Furthermore,
the fabricated graphite electrode delivered an excellent high
rate capability up to 3C beyond state-of-art cells. This process-
ing is faster than those of other methods for the manufacture of
microelectrodes. Kurra and co-workers described in detail the
laser processing of 3D graphene electrodes.126 He et al.
uctures

aser processing Advantages of laser
processing Ref.

Self-cleaning effect, short
pulse duration and high
peak power

78 and 89

nd laser direct
W)

Excellent thermal stability,
short pulse duration and
high peak power

99

nd LDW High speed —
High resolution 21
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Fig. 5 Electrochemical performances of Co–Zn micro-battery. (a)
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of Co(OH)2@NiCo-layered double
hydroxide@Ni-coated textile and Zn@carbon clothes at 5 mV s−1. (b)
CV curves, (c) galvanostatic charge–discharge (GCD) curves, (d) long-
term cycling stability, and (e and f) Ragone plots of Co–Zn micro-
battery.127 Reproduced with permission from ref. 127. Copyright 2020,
Wiley.

Fig. 6 (a) Schematic illustration of the procedure for the fabrication of
3D multilayered microfluidic chips.134 Reproduced with permission
from ref. 134. Copyright 2019, Springer Nature. (b) Schematic illus-
tration of the process for the fabrication of eight-layered glass
microchannels by femtosecond laser.134 Reproduced with permission
from ref. 134. Copyright 2019, Springer Nature. (c) Schematic of the
two-step fabrication process and different shapes of microchannels
and inductances.132 Reproduced with permission from ref. 132.
Copyright 2013, The Optical Society of America.
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fabricated a high-performance in-plane Co–Zn alkaline micro-
battery by laser dry etching. Fig. 5 shows the electrochemical
performance of the fabricated Co–Zn microbattery.127

The other approach is the use of LDW technology of
TPP.128–130 Most processes are conducted for the treatment of
polymers. For example, Staudinger et al. manufactured
conductive microstructures on carbon nanoller absorbers
using this technology.128
4.3 Microuidics

Microuidic devices consist of a series of channels or chambers
containing and manipulating uid with ultra-small volume.
They have been widely used in the biomedical eld due to their
high throughput, single-cell resolution and mixing efficiency.131

Since their appearance in the 1990s, microuidic devices have
been developing towards miniaturization and integration,
which require high precision, high resolution, low cost and
mass production for their manufacture. Ultrafast laser
machining is emerging as a powerful process for the large-scale
manufacturing of microuidic devices, especially for devices
with complex structures. For instance, laser wet etching tech-
nology was used in fused silica to obtain 3D microcoils,12 and
Fig. 6(c) describes the process of lling 3D microcoils with
metal gallium in fused silica.132

TPP technology is used in processing polyethylene glycol-
based hydrogels and protein-based biomolecules.133 To apply
FLDW technology in the fabrication of 3D channels in glass,
and then remove the glass matrix by HF, as similar as the
procedure by Xu et al.,21 TPP and femtosecond-laser-assisted
wet etching (FLWE) hybrid femtosecond laser processing can
also be applied.

In the study by Wang and co-workers, “all-in-one” femto-
second laser processing was adopted to obtain multilayer
microuidic channels, and Fig. 6(a) shows their fabrication
procedure.134 To create microchannels with high quality and
uniformity, they optimized the power density of the laser.
Fig. 6(b) demonstrates an eight-layered microuidic chip inte-
grated with the fabricated polymer microstructures. Wang et al.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
summarized numerous processing technologies for micro-
uidic devices.135

The slow progress in the treatment of malignant tumors,
lack of tumor models and difficulty in simulating the narrow
space of tissues and organs during their spread are important
reasons that hinder pathophysiological research. Sontheimer-
Phelps and co-workers, described in detail the important role
of microuidic devices in cancer treatment.136 Sima et al. pro-
cessed submicron polymer channels of different lengths by TPP
and chemically assisted femtosecond laser etching, which is
a novel biochip with 3D polymer nanostructure.137 Also, they
successfully observed the morphological change in cells during
migration. In addition to pathological studies in cell cultures,
Lao and co-workers produced a microchannel with a nano-
structure for the local sensing of anti-cancer drugs
(doxorubicin).138

Besides, microuidic systems for applications in cell culture
and observation, optical uidic adaptive imaging and biomed-
ical sensing are attracting attention.139,140

4.4 Microlens arrays

In MLAs, their aperture and relief depth are on the micrometer
scale. They not only have the traditional lens focus and basic
function such as imaging, but also have the characteristics of
small cell size and high integration and can form various new
optical systems. Nowadays, MLAs are important components in
integrated micro-optics systems.

Femtosecond laser processing and wet etching are used to
fabricate MLAs. Yang et al. fabricated a double-sided concave
MLA for generating novel and diverse imaging patterns by
FLWE (Fig. 7(a)).23 Also, Zhang and co-workers employed this
method to prepare a large-area concave MLA.141 They produced
about 2 million quasi-periodic MLAs with an adjustable
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 35227–35241 | 35235
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diameter and depression height within 30 min.141 Li et al.
prepared a superhydrophobic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
MLA by combining FLDW and FLWE (Fig. 7(b)).142 The prepared
MLA not only had ultra-low adhesion, ultra-high hydrophobicity
and excellent imaging performance, but also had excellent
water resistance and self-cleaning function compared with
ordinary MLAs.142 Cao and co-workers prepared hard templates
using a combination of femtosecond laser processing and wet
etching, and prepared so and thin PDMS MLAs through so
etching (Fig. 7(c)).143 Instead of making MLAs directly, they
made silicon templates, which could then be used to obtain
large-scale, highly homogeneous PDMS MLAs via so
lithography.143

Furthermore, MLAs can also be prepared by femtosecond
laser and ion beam etching. Liu et al. applied this method to
prepare nanosmooth MLAs on rigid materials (such as molten
quartz, gallium arsenide, silicon carbide and diamond) in
a convenient and multifunctional way.144
4.5 Cell scaffold

Tissue engineering involves the use of cells and scaffolds/
matrices to develop novel functional tissues for implantation
into donors. With the great demand for tissues and organs,
tissue engineering has developed to create living replacements
for body. The need for tissue engineering is further proposed by
the widening gap between demand and supply of organs or
transplantable tissues. Cell scaffolds are an important compo-
nent in tissue engineering. Scaffolds provide a favorable envi-
ronment and support for the attachment and growth of tissue.
They can also be applied as a template or carrier for tissue
Fig. 7 (a) Schematic illustration of the microscopic imaging system.
The bottom side of theMLA observed by the top side of theMLA (insets
respectively represent the arrangement of the rectangular-shaped and
hexagonal-shaped MLA on each side) and imaging properties of the
letter “A”.23 Reproduced with permission from ref. 23. Copyright 2018,
Elsevier. (b) Schematic illustration of the fabrication of criss-cross
reticular rough structures around the microlenses and top view of as-
preparedMLA.142 Reproduced with permission from ref. 142. Copyright
2019, Wiley. (c) Schematic illustration of the design principles of
a variable-focus compound eye, working principles and properties of
a monocular eye, and working principles and properties of
a compound eye. Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of
the zoom compound eye. Regulation principle of the zoom
compound eye.143 Reproduced with permission from ref. 143. Copy-
right 2020, the American Chemical Society.
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implantation and drug delivery.145 At present, the main method
for the preparation of scaffolds is 3D printing based on femto-
second lasers.

TPP 3D printing technology based on femtosecond lasers is
widely employed. Thompson and co-workers proposed the
preparation of a poly (caprolactone) (PCL) scaffold by TPP for
human retinal progenitor cells.146 One month aer the
implantation of the cell-free scaffolds in pig models of retinitis
pigmentosa, there was no infection, inammation, local or
systemic toxicity.146 Furthermore, comprehensive ISO 10993
tests of the photopolymerized scaffolds showed their high
biocompatibility. Wang et al. prepared microcapsules via the
TPP method based on structured laser beams and studied the
culture of budding yeast using the microcapsules to demon-
strate their application as a 3D cell culture scaffold.24 Richter
et al. fabricated 3D scaffolds for cell culture via direct laser
writing, where the scaffolds had a boxing-ring-like structure
(Fig. 8).147 Song and co-workers reviewed hydrogel scaffolds
prepared using TPP, provided an in-depth description on
various biological and mechanical characterizations for
Fig. 8 Pseudo-colored scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
illustrating the sample preparation process.147 (a) Scaffold produced in
the first direct laser writing step using the basic resist. (b) In a second
direct laser writing step, two beams of the functional resist (here,
photoenol resist) were added to the scaffold. (c) In a third direct laser
writing step, two additional OrmoComp beams were written. (d) Post-
modification of the resulting microstructure via UV light leads to
biotinylation of the functional resist (blue). (e) Fibronectin (red)
exclusively binds to OrmoComp beams. (f) By subsequent coating
steps with avidin and biotin–vitronectin (magenta), only the functional
resist is addressed by this extracellular matrix protein. Reproduced
with permission from ref. 147. Copyright 2016, Wiley.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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evaluating the structures, and described the design require-
ments for cell and tissue-related applications.148 Three case
studies of bone, cancer and heart tissue were also presented to
elaborate the need for structural materials in the next genera-
tion of clinical applications.148

Cell scaffolds have also been prepared by femtosecond laser
and 3D printing. Daskalova and co-workers achieved efficient
production and post-processing of biomimetic and biodegrad-
able PCL scaffolds using a combination of femtosecond laser
processing and 3D printing.149 The results demonstrated that
the hydrophilicity of PCL materials is improved by femtosecond
laser processing.
4.6 Micro/nano robot

In addition to the above-mentioned microuidic technology,
micro/nano robots also have important applications in the treat-
ment of some diseases due to theirminimal invasiveness. Because
of their micro scale and complex 3D structure, the accuracy and
designability of the processing of micro/nano robots are neces-
sary. Thus, ultrafast machining, especially FLDW technology in
the fabrication of micro/nano robots is attracting great interest.

Jeon et al. fabricated a micro-robot using FLDW, which is
powered by a magnetic eld and can provide precise posi-
tioning.150 The proposed micro robot was applied to metastasize
colorectal cancer cells. Moreover, this FLDW was employed to
create smart and deformable 3D micro actuators.151 Although
micro robots show great potential in the medical eld, they also
face some challenges, especially biocompatibility.22

Because traditional laser processing is mostly focused on
a single material, articial organs and tissues cannot be
precisely assembled from multiple materials. Ma and co-
workers proposed an on-chip TPP strategy for the fabrication
of articial musculoskeletal systems, which also provides the
possibility for fabricating various 3D structures.152 Furthermore,
this strategy was preliminarily veried by producing a spider
micro robot and 3D intelligent micro claw.
5 Conclusion and perspective

Ultrafast lasers are attractive because of their high power density,
ultra-short pulse and extremely high peak power. Thus, due to
these characteristics, ultrafast lasers are employed in various
elds, ranging from micro/nano sensors, communication and
consumer electronic-related components to aerospace. At
present, ultrafast laser processing is gaining interest due to its
high speed and high precision. The main ultrafast laser pro-
cessing methods for 3D structures are picosecond laser etching,
different auxiliary types of FLDW and femtosecond laser etching
based on TPP. In this review, we introduced the principles of
ultrafast laser fabrication and the optimization of its processing
speed. Especially, the optimization of the repetition rate and
pulse energy of laser is of interest. Furthermore, specic pulse
intensities and uences are required in suitable modications,
which are also very important parameters. For instance, the
ablation pattern of protein crystals is determined by the pulse
number and laser uence.153 When the laser uence is higher
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
than 1 J cm−2, the protein crystal is directly removed to form the
ablation hole.153 At a laser uence below the threshold of single-
pulse ablation, which was calculated to be ∼0.4 J cm−2 for
a single pulse, the protein was denatured due to energy deposi-
tion. Through the accumulation of multiple pulses, the dena-
tured protein could not maintain its crystal shape and formed
a foaming form. Both the ablation pore and the foaming zone
contributed to the surface topography of the ablation zone,
resulting in unique physical and chemical performances. The
nonlinear absorption of protein single crystals is proportional to
the m order of the laser intensity, where m is the number of
photons absorbed by an electron. The sharpening of the
absorption region resulting from the multiphoton absorption is
helpful for the ablation region exceeding the diffraction limit
with high accuracy.153 For PMMA, the experimental method is to
measure the average laser power delivered to the sample using
a calibrated integrating sphere optometer aer focusing the focal
plane of the lens. The experimental results showed that the
threshold uence is predicted to be 0.97 J cm−2 when the
number of pulses N is 20. Both the ablation depth and the
average roughness of the ablation region increase with an
increase in the laser uence.154 Aerward, typical 3D structures
machined by ultrafast laser, including porous structures, chan-
nels, arrays and net structures are elaborated. Also, the applica-
tions of these structures in turbine blades, microuidics, micro
energy devices, MLAs, cell scaffolds and micro/nano robots are
described in detail. All these 3D structures applied in different
devices are of great signicance in medicine, energy and optics.
The corresponding discussion and summary of thesemethods as
well as optimization for 3D structures will also provide valuable
strategies to researchers in future studies.

To the best of our knowledge, ultrafast laser processing is
limited by its high cost and immature control technology.
Besides femtosecond and picosecond lasers, ultrafast lasers
also include attosecond lasers. Attosecond lasers with a big leap
in pulse width are expected to be an important driving force in
microelectronic devices. At the current state, many studies have
explored the interaction between metal micro/nano particles
and attosecond laser pulses, achieving fascinating progress.
This will promote the applications of attosecond lasers in many
elds. Thus, it can be predicted that ultrafast lasers will become
the main approach in the eld of precision engineering.
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